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>> FOOD & DRINK

>> SHOPPING

>> FUN THINGS TO DO

Piazza San Pietro / Basilica di San Pietro / Cupola di San Pietro
Musei Vaticani / Cappella Sistina
Giardini Vaticani
200°
Trattoria sul Tetto
Gente Outlet
Mercato Rionale
Barbara Guidi
Castroni
Art Studio Café
Mondo Arancina
Sanacafé
40 Gradi
L'Arcangelo
Palazzo di Giustizia
Parco Adriano
Castel Sant’Angelo
Ponte Sant’Angelo
Da Alfredo & Ada
Kolby
Mimì e Cocò
Zou Zou
Cul de Sac
S.B.U.
Teatro Valle Occupato
Piazza Navona
Fontana dei Quattro Fiumi
Sant’Agnese in Agone
Palazzo Altemps
Antico Caffè della Pace
Chiostro del Bramante
NO.AU
Retrò
Circus
Gelateria del Teatro / Pizza del Teatro

ROUTE
vatican, prati & piazza
navona
ABOUT THE ROUTE

This walk consists of three parts, but you can follow each route separately. The Vatican alone
is an experience that will send your head spinning. Prati on the other hand offers a more
subdued experience, as this residential area is home to Rome's upper crust. The
neighborhood surrounding Piazza Navona is more touristy and is characterized by authentic
streets and restaurants.

ALL DISTRICTS

The Vatican is an autonomous state in the middle of Rome with its own pharmacy, postal
service and police department. This city state has some 800 inhabitants, making it the country
with the smallest population in the world. The Vatican makes up for this lack of residents with
the sheer amount of its art treasures. For centuries it has invested in artworks and many of
them are on display at the Musei Vaticani and the Basilica di San Pietro (St. Peter's Basilica)
Prati, the neighborhood adjacent to the Vatican, is rather posh and upscale. Alongside straight
streets you'll find stately apartment blocks and shops. For those who are not that interested in
art this neighborhood still has plenty to offer. The Via Cola di Rienzo is especially great for
shopping.
On Piazza Cavour you'll find the impressive Palazzo di Giustizia. But not every Roman is
enchanted with the look of this ornamental courthouse. Almost adjacent lies Castel
Sant’Angelo. This was once a mausoleum for imperial families, but now it is home to part of
the Museo Nazionale Romano. Bernini’s angels on the Ponte Sant’Angelo guide visitors
across the Tiber river.
Here narrow streets lead to Piazza Navona, once the athletic stadium of the emperor
Domitian. In the second half of the 20th century this was a favorite spot to visit for young
aristocracy during their grand tour of Europe. Nowadays many people come here for an
afternoon stroll, to go out at night or have their portrait painted by one of the many street
artists. In the Via del Governo Vecchio you'll find all kinds of shops and places to eat. There
are also many churches, fountains and museums in this neighborhood. And the fun continues
until well after sunset - you'll be amazed by the number of plastic cocktail glasses deposited
carelessly on top of parked cars, especially around Piazza del Fico.

NOT MUCH TIME

Basilica di San Pietro + Musei Vaticani + Cappella Sistina + Castel Sant'Angelo + Piazza
Navona

ROUTE DIRECTIONS (ca. 8.00 km)
Admire the colonnade on St. Peter's Square, look around inside the basilica and ascend the
dome 1 . To reach the Musei Vaticani 2 and Giardini Vaticani 3 follow the walls of the
Vatican until the entrance. Eat a sandwich 4 or lunch on a roof terrace 5 at Piazza del
Risorgimento. Check out the shops around the Via Cola di Rienzo 6 and the covered market
7 . Turn right onto the Via dei Gracchi for crazy headdresses 8 and gourmet foods at

Castroni 9 . For an artistic lunch turn left onto Via Attilio Regolo and take the first right for the
Art Studio Café 10 . Take the second street left for a Sicilian snack 11 or the first right after
this for an organic meal on Via Pompeo Magno 12 . Walk back to Via Attilio Regolo, continue
onto the Via Virgilio for a streetwear shop 13 . Continue walking and turn left onto the stately
Via Cassiodoro, past a chic restaurant 14 . Turn right onto Via Cicerone and walk until Piazza
Cavour. You will see the impressive Palace of Justice 15 before you. Cross the square and
bear right for Parco Adriano 16 and Castel Sant’Angelo 17 . Cross the Ponte Sant’Angelo with
its angels 18 . Walk along Via di Banco del Santo Spirito and turn left onto Via dei Banchi
Nuovi. These tiny streets are full of restaurants 19 . Continue straight ahead for cool
menswear 20 or stop for a drink 21 . On your right, on the Vicolo della Cancelleria, you will
find something titillating 22 . You can eat at Piazza Pasquino 23 or try on clothing 24 . Walk
along the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II and dive back into the streets to look for a theater 25 .
Turn left toward Piazza Navona 26 for the fountain 27 and church 28 . Behold the ancient
treasures on the north end of the square 29 . Walk back to the fountain and turn right onto the
Via di Sant’Agnese. Continue until Via della Pace and sit down at a sidewalk cafe 30 . Turn
right and head toward the Chiostro del Bramante 31 , then turn left for a healthy meal 32 .
Take the Vicolo di Montevecchio and turn right onto Piazza del Fico. Here is a shop with
vintage furniture 33 . At the end of Vicolo del Fico turn right for a modern Italian bar 34 . Follow
the Via della Vetrina, turn left at the end and reward yourself with an ice cream 35 .
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1 PIAZZA SAN PIETRO / BASILICA DI SAN PIETRO / CUPOLA DI SAN PIETRO - SIGHTS

The colonnades on Piazza San Pietro are Bernini's masterpiece. He worked on them from
1655 until 1667 and to this day people are speechless when they see it. It consists of 284
columns divided into four rows. Look for the round stones between the obelisk and the
fountains - when stood here, the four rows seem to melt into one. The obelisk in the middle
of the square is the oldest monument here. It was transported to Rome from Egypt in 36 AD
and acts as a sundial - when the shadow reaches the white marble, it's afternoon. The pope
holds his weekly audience every Wednesday morning on the square. Free tickets can be
obtained at the bronze gate in the colonnade on the right up until a day in advance. The
Basilica di San Pietro (St. Peter's Basilica) was built on top of St. Peter's tomb and is the
largest church in the world. It's nearly 450 feet high - from the floor up to the cross on top of
the dome. That is three times as high as the Colosseum. The location of the church was
important even before the advent of Christianity, but it was pope Julius II who in 1506 ordered
the construction of the current basilica. He called in the help of artists such as Bramante,
Raphael, Peruzzi, Sangallo and Michelangelo. The Pietà in the first chapel on the right is
magnificent. It's the only sculpture Michelangelo ever signed: nobody believed a young man
could make anything this impressive. The minute you see the view from the Cupola di San
Pietro (the dome), you will forget all about the long hike up. You can walk up all the way, or
take an elevator to the first observation deck at 175 feet. Here you walk along a gallery at the
base of the dome, high above the people in the church. Next, you can get to the top via stairs
inside the dome. Take your time if you decide to go up on foot - there are over 500 steps.
piazza san pietro, www.vatican.va, +039()06-69883731, daily apr-sep 7am-7pm, oct-march
7am-6.30pm, dome apr-sep 8am-6pm, oct-march 8am-5pm, free entrance to the church,
dome €7 with the elevator, €5 on foot , metro ottaviano / bus borgo sant’angelo of piazza
risorgimento

4 200° - FOOD & DRINK

Na je bezoek aan het Vaticaan hoef je niet ver te lopen voor de lunch. Bij 200° wordt het brood
met de grootste zorg bereid in een oven op 200 graden en heb je de keuze uit talrijke broodjes
met grappige namen als 'Pietà' en 'Colosseo'. Kijk vast op de goed verzorgde site voor een
impressie.
piazza del risorgimento 3, www.duecentogradi.it, +39()6-39754239, zo-do 11.00-3.00, vr-za
11.00-4.00, broodje € 5, metro ottaviano
5 TRATTORIA SUL TETTO - FOOD & DRINK

Their outdoor seating with a view of St. Peter's Basilica is the main attraction of Trattoria sul
Tetto. On the top floor of the Orange Hotel everyone can enjoy a great fish dish or Roman
pasta speciality.
via crescenzio 86, www.trattoriasultetto.it, +039()06-68805550, daily noon-midnight, pasta €9,
metro ottaviano / bus risorgimento
6 GENTE OUTLET - SHOPPING

If you're a fan of Italian fashion labels, but your bank account not so much, Gente Outlet is the
place to go. They sell all the famous brands - but for a fraction of the original price. Many
items are last season, but hey - Prada is Prada!
via cola di rienzo 246, www.genteroma.com, +039()06-6892672, tues-sat 10am-7pm, mon &
sun 11am-2pm & 3.30pm-7.30pm , metro ottaviano

2 MUSEI VATICANI / CAPPELLA SISTINA - SIGHTS

Plan on at least half a day to visit Musei Vaticani. It's the largest, richest and most impressive
museum complex in the world. There are over 1,400 galleries filled with paintings, Greek and
Roman sculptures and Egyptian and Etruscan art. You can also visit the MissionaryEthnological Museum and the Papal Apartments. The Cappella Sistina or Sistine Chapel is the
highlight: Michelangelo’s paintings and other frescos are incredibly beautiful. Don't want to
stand in line? Buy your ticket online (reservation costs 4 euros).
viale vaticano, www.museivaticani.va, ++039()06-69883332, mon-sat 9am-6pm (checkout
until 4pm), last sun of the month 9am-2pm (free until 12.30pm), entrance €16, metro
ottaviano / bus piazza risorgimento

7 MERCATO RIONALE - FUN THINGS TO DO

Mercato Rionale opened its doors in 1930 and became a popular meeting point for the people
living in the upscale Prati neighborhood. Despite the overwhelming competition of large
supermarkets and retail chains, this market remains alive and kicking. In this charming hall you
can buy vegetables, fruit, fish and meat.
via cola di rienzo 53, mon-sat 6.30am-7.30pm, bus piazza risorgimento / metro ottaviano
8 BARBARA GUIDI - SHOPPING

3 GIARDINI VATICANI - FUN THINGS TO DO

If you want to visit the Giardini Vaticani (Vatican gardens), you have to make reservations
online two days earlier. The tour takes approximately two hours and you start close to the
entrance of the Musei Vaticani. You can also book a bus tour at Roma Cristiana at the
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beginning of Via della Conciliazione. The meticulously maintained gardens around the former
summer residence of pope Pius IV are a green oasis within the walls of the Vatican.
viale vaticano, www.museivaticani.va, ++039()06-69883145, tours mon-tues & thurs-sat,
entrance €32, metro ottaviano / bus piazza risorgimento

5

Barbara Guidi was once a film historian, but now she mostly studies textiles. Her shop is full
of her own fashion designs - basics with unique details, as well as bags and jewelry. Barbara
is known for her eccentric headdresses. Great place if you want to give your party outfit a little
twist.
via dei gracchi 106, www.barbaraguidi.com, ++039()06-98936884, mon 3.30pm-7.30pm, tues-

6

sat 10.30am-1.30pm & 3.30pm-7.30pm, metro ottaviano / bus piazza del risorgimento
9 CASTRONI - SHOPPING

Castroni is a local chain of old-fashioned delicatessen shops filled with specialities from Italy,
as well as from other countries like Japan, Greece and Thailand. Nowadays coconut milk or
soy sauce are not that unique anymore, but in the 1950 these products were hard to find.
Today, people go to Castroni for the vintage interior, the coffee and other Italian goodies.
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via cola di rienzo 196-198, www.castroni.it, +039()06-6874383, mon-sat 7.45am-8pm, sun
9.30am-8pm, metro ottaviano / bus piazza del risorgimento
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LOCAL

NAME

TESSA D.M. VRIJMOED

Tessa's motto is: pass by the Colosseum. She prefers to
show you the quiet courtyard of the Chiostro del
Bramante. Or the Testaccio neighborhood where she invites
you for a bite with the Romans at Pizzeria Nuovo Mondo.
The magic of the city makes you fall in love with it, especially
when museum stay open longer and keep organizing
concerts. And the ice cream? Delicious where ever you go.
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